


6. Athens, 1890-1940: 
Transitory Modernism and 

National Realities 

Eleni Bastea 

Introduction: Concepts of Modernity 

As the painter M. G. wakes up, wrote Charles Baudelaire around 
1860, he "watches the flow of life move by, majestic and dazzling. 
He admires the eternal beauty and the astonishing harmony of life 
in the capital cities, a harmony so providentially maimained in the 
tumult of human liberty. He gazes at the landscape of the great city, 
landscapes of stone, now swathed in the mist, now struck in full 
face by the sun." 1 This image of nineteenth-century Paris as the 
quintessential modem city has inspired writers, urban designers, 
and historians, becoming the yardstick against which all modern 
cities arc measured. 

"And so, walking or quickening his pace, he [the modem man, 
the flfi neur] .. . is looking for that indefinable something we may be 
a llowed to call ' modernity,' for want of a better tenn to express the 
idea in question. The aim for him is to extract from fashion the po
etry that resides in its historical envelope, to distil the eternal from 
the transitory.''2 For Baudelai re, "modernity is the transient, the 
fl eeting, the contingent ; it is one half of art, the other being the 
eternal and the immovable ... You have no right to despise this 

1 Charles Baudelaire. "The l'ainter of~·lodern Life '" (c. 1860). in his Selected Writ
ings on Art ond Uterarure. translated by P.E. Charvet (New York: Penguin, 
1972), 395-422.400-401. 

~ lbid .. 402. 
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transitory fleeting element, the metamorphoses of which are so 
frequent, nor to dispense with it."3 

Baudelaire's modernity, as sociologist Scott Lash and anthropolo~ 
gist Jonathan Friedman point out in Modemity & Identity, "is not fa 
moderne of the abstract (and positivist) individualism constituted by 
Durkheim's comcience collective in tum-of-the-century france but 
that of Simmel's aestheticization of everyday life in tum-of-the
century Bcrlin."4 Reviewing the broad field of modemity and mod
ernism, Lash and Friedman juxtapose several competing positions. 
There is Jiirgen Habennas's abstract, high modernism of"the ought" 
and Marshall Bennan's subjective, populist, low modernism "of ;the 
is'; the here and now, Ia vie quotidienne."5 Max Weber's high mod
ernism, which privileges judgment and cognition, is contrasted with 
the subjective and transitory low modernism, the "modernism of the 
streets" as described by Bc1man in All That Is Solid Melts into Air 
and by Michel de Certeau in The Practice of Everyday Life.6 

The city has now become an active player in the project of mod
ernity. Baudelaire's is not an uncomplicated view of modernity, as 
it hovers between the classical and the transitory. There is the vi
sion of the city as an ideal place "of eternal beauty and .. . har
mony." But there is also the city of the flftncur with its messy and 
malleable street life. In fact, the city and the flftncur have become a 
dynamic duo that cannot exist independently of one another. Fi
nally, there is also Baudelaire's impatience with the past, even its 
outright dismissal. Modemity makes its own rules. 

Most scholars have considered Baudelaire's reflections applicable 
only to cities that were central to the birth of modemism, cities like 
Paris, London, Berlin, or New York. Certainly, Baudelaire did not 
have Athens in mind when he described a day in the life of a modem 
painter. Yet many of the characteristics and aspirations that defined 
modem men in Paris were shared by their contemporaries in Athens 
and other peripheral European cities. His definition of modernity, 
which embraced the fleeting and the new while emphatically reject-
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ing the old, can also help frame modernity in twentieth-century Ath
ens, which was characterized by extensive destruction of the old ur
ban fab1ic. Modem Athens underwent significant urban changes. The 
Greek state, however, was never transfom1ed by the industrialization 
and land development that fOrged the economic and industrial revolu
tions in other European countries. Modernity in Athens remained a 
matter of appearances. For that matter, Baudelaire 's descriptions of 
modernism in Paris-the low modernism of the streets that accepts 
and embraces the transitory, the temporal, and the incomplete-help 
describe the transitory nature of modem Athens. 

Focusing on urban change in Athens between 1890 and 1940, I 
use the following two seminal events to frame the discussion: (I) the 
first modem Olympic Games, held in Athens in 1896, and (2) the 
fourth meeting of the Congres Intemationaux d'Architecture Mod
erne (ClAM), held on the liner SS Patris ll and in Athens in 1933. 
Through the analysis of these events, I examine the urban develop
ment of Athens as seen by local inhabitants and foreign visitors, and 
review major changes that took place between 1896 and 1933. 

Historical Background, 1833-1896 

After the Greek insurrection against the Ottoman Empire (1821-
1827) France, Britain, and Russia signed the London Protocol of 
1832 that declared Greece a monarchical and independent state. 
The seventeen-year-old Prince Frederick Otto of Wittelsbach, son 
of the philhellcnc King Ludwig I of Bavaria, became the first king 
of Greece. Forty years later, Olio was forced from the throne by an 
army-backed revolt. The Protecting Powers-England, France, and 
Russia-offered the Greek crown to Prince William George, also 
seventeen years old, of the Danish G!Ucksburg dynasty. 

Upon ascending the throne in 1863 as George I, the new king 
declared: "The aim of my ambition is this: to make Greece, as far as 
that is dependent on me. a model kingdom to the East."7 "Model 

For the history of Greece. see Clogg, A 

all translations from the Greek and 
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kingdom, .. as the historian Elli Skopetea has pointed out, was syn
onymous with .. modem European state."'~ The ki ng's statement 
expressed the undispUicd direction of Greek politics and pol icy 
si nce I 82 1: the modernization and Europeanization of Greece. King 
George I envisioned a Greece that served as a bright beacon to the 
rest of the lands of the eastern Mediterranean and the Middle East, 
most of which were still part of the Ottoman Empire. Nevertheless, 
twenty yeurs later, Greece was sti ll depicted in the loca l press as a 
chrysalis: not quite the old Greece anymore, but not yet part of 
Europe, cithcr.9 Throughout this period, the concepts of moderniza
tion and Europeanization were identical and interchangeable. 

As far as architecture and urban design arc concerned, th e coun
try 's modernization had begun long before the reign of King 
George I. Planners and architects employed by Governor loannes 
Kapodistrias, who came to power in 1828, were already implement
ing European models as they designed plans for both new and exist
ing towns, and continued to do so under King Otto. 10 Despite the 
constant domestic and international turmoil, Greece strove to build 
a coherent national cuhure and identity oriented both toward its 
own citizens and toward the Greeks of the diaspora. Urban design 
and civic archi tecture, along with the institutions of public educa
tion, the anny. and national ceremonies, became the main agents of 
the nation build ing project. 

Modernization and Urban Development, 1833- 1896 

When Athens became the capital of the Greek kingdom in \ 834, it 
was a modest town with a population of 12,000.11 An original plan 
for modem Athens, designed by the German-trained architects Sta
matios Klcanthes and Eduard Schaubert in 1833, and approved by 
the government, organized the new downtown around a triangle of 

8 Skopctca, To "prot.)1JOI'asileio, "62. 
9 lbid. 

10 See BastCa. Cremion of Modem Athens, ch. 3: "From Barbarity to Civilization: 
Planning the Modem Greek State" 

11 Leontidou, Poleis tt:ssiopeJ,48 
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new, straight, major streets. Although later altered and modified, 
the plan became imprinted on the modern city: Hcnnou Street ran 
east to west; Athenas Street ran north to sout h; Piraeus Street ran 
northeast to southwest; and the parallel streets University (Panepis
tcmiou) and Stadiou ran northwest to southeast. The first major new 
bui lding, the royal palace, rose prominently on the eastern node, 
near the intersection of Hermou and Stadiou streets. Other civic and 
residential buildings, financed by private and public patronage, 
included the university, the cathedral, the academy, the national 
library, and the archaeological museum. 

Figure 6.1. Athens, Panorama. facing cast. from the Acropolis. c. 1900. Amhor's 
collection. 

The acropolis hill , home to the Ottoman garrison personnel and 
their families during Ottoman rule, was restored to it s classical- if 
ruined-state; all post-classical additions were removed .

12 

Pride in the city 's development is evident both in the domestic 
press and in travelers' accounts. "S tadium Street is the most beauti
ful in the city," commented the French diplomat and travel writer 

l2 Bastea. Creation ojMotkrn Atlu:n.1·, 69- 180. 
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Charles d~ Moiiy in 1887,13 lik~4 "the boulevard des Ita,liens a~d the 
Champs-Elysees of Athens . . . From three to five o clock m the 
winter and from five to eight in the summer, all Athenians prome
nade on the great paved sidewalks of this large thoroughfare. If one 
wishes to meet someone, all he has to do is walk up or down . 
There are hardly any boutiques on this street, generally reserved for 
luxury residences and public edifices."15 A few of the shop win
dows, noted Charles Tuckerman, the US ambassador to Greece 
(1867-1874), "be it the jeweller, tailor or silk mercer, almost rival 
those of the Palais Royal.'' 16 Traffic continued well into the night, 
when the city still reverberated with the sounds of the carriage 
wheels, passersby, horses, and the uproar of the trams. 

Figure 6.2. Athens, Stadiou Street. c. 1900. Author's collection. 

By 1896, Athens was transformed into a bustling capital of 
123,240.17 Elegant parks, tree-lined avenues, and neoclassical man-

13 Charles de Moiiy, Lei/res athrdniennes (Paris: E. Plan. 1887), 32. 
1 ~ Ibid., 46. 
ll lbid .. 32 
u; Charles K. Tuckcm1an, The Greeks of To-Day (New York and London: G. P. 

Putnam's, \886),40. 
11 Leontidou.Poleis te.1·siopes, 83. 
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sions gave the city a modern, European appearance . Yet money for 
this ambitious construction did not come from locally generated 
income. Rather, wealthy Greeks of the diaspora became national 
benefactors, while others found investment opportunities in the 
fledgling kingdom. 

Perceptive upper-class Athenians who had traveled abroad knew 
that the impressive new building fa'Yades did not always tell the 
whole story. The academy building (1887), for example, designed 
by the Danish architect Thcophil Hansen and constmctcd with 
funds from a diaspora donor, was one of the most impressive struc
tures. The institution of the Academy, however, lacked both the 
funding and the manpower necessa'Y to fulfill its scientific mission. 
Not only did Greece lack the means to support the Academy, it also 
lacked an adequate number of elementary schools. In 1896, the 
litera'Y critic Emmanuel Roides pointed out that the "dining room 
of the restaurant Minerva can be compared with those in Paris, but 
not with the Parisian conditions, [and the meals at Minerva cannot 
be compared] to the beefsteaks offered to the [Parisian] diners . 
[T]he Greeks abroad ... seem to believe that the most urgent bene
fact ion toward their counllJ' is its decoration with luxurious struc
tures, even if they are not immediately useful." 18 Athens acquired 
the appearance of a modern capital, but lacked the infrastructure of 
a bona fide modern financial center that could truly support its 
building boom. t9 

Unlike expensive new structures that housed a small elite of 
Greek and foreign residents, the development of new streets, side
walks, and parks affected all Athenians. Public opinion, which I 
have culled from contemporary Athenian newspapers, literary pub
lications, town hall meetings, and letters to the government by resi
dents, expresses a rather unified position: pride for the new city 
plans and anxious anticipation of their implementation. Although 
individuals objected to changes affecting their own property (as 

I& Emmanuel 
Academics], in 
(Athens: Hestia, Maisncr and N. Kargadoure, [reprinted Athens: 
Pontiki, 1996]}, 227. Also cited in BastCa, Crearion ofiHudem Athens, 200. 

19 For a parallel study of Belgrade. sec JovanoviC. "The City in Our Hands," 32-
50 
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state compensation was never sufficient), there was a shared under
standing regardi ng well-designed cities : clean, wel l-l it, with straight 
streets. regular sidewalks, tree-lined avenues, we ll -lit parks and 
squares, and well-bui lt new civic and priva1e buildings. Athenians 
were eager to sec their capita l tum into such a c ity. Newspapers 
paid close attent ion to these developments and, on the whole, sup
ported the project of transforming Athens from .. a Turkish vi llage" 
with irregular roads to a well-appointed city that now belonged to 
Europe. And any planning deviations were promptly criticized by 
the prcss.20 

The government's efforts to preserve an extensive archaeologi
cal zone around the Acropolis for future excavations were met with 
resolute resistance. Unable to obtain building permits, many inhabi
tant s constructed houses illegally on public land. One of the earliest 
such settlements was the work of builders ffom the island of Anufi, 
who arrived in Athens during King Otto's reign to construct the 
new structures in the neoclassical style. They built a group of small , 
island-inspired dwell ings for themselves and their families in the 
archaeological zone, at the foot of acropolis hill. Many of these 
A11ajiotika houses survive to this day, now viewed as valuable ex
amples of vernacular archi tecture that contrast the formal face of 
nineteenth-century Athcns.21 

Athenian journal ists and intellectuals worried incessantly about 
foreign opi nion. How will Athens live up to its name? What will 
travelers thin k of the shameful garbage on the Acropolis? All de
velopments were eval uated with an eye to both domestic needs and 
foreign impressions, a mostly se lf-imposed fi shbowl existence, 
always subjected to fore ign scrutiny. "Becoming European .. re
mained the propelling force throughout the nineteenth century. 

Architecture and urban design reflected both the accomplish
ment s and the limitations of the young kingdom. Outwardly, Athens 
acquired a European appearance, but it retained its Ottoman past on 
the inside. The fayades of the new major buildings were regular and 
well-appointed, meeting the streets at right angles.Their rears, how
ever, were often Jess regul ar, confonning to the city' s preliberation 

20 BastCa. Creariono{ll·lodemAihens. 118- 27 
21 On the Anajiorilw. sec Kaft~n7oglou, S/e skia tou ierou rraclum. 
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property lines . A similar cont rast characterized the habits of the 
people themselves. In publ ic, the well-to-do residents appeared 
modem, rational , and cosmopolitan. In private, they maintained 
their religion, family bel iefs, and loca l attachments. 

Figwe 6.3. Athens, Anafiotib houses on the slopes of the Acropolis, c. 1900. 

Amhor'scollection. 
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The residents of Athens were not alone in experiencing these con
trasts of modernity. One could certainly obseJVe similar disparities 
between outward appearances and actual conditions in late nine
teenth-ccntmy Paris, Berlin, or London. Local intel lectual s and per
ceptive foreign visitors focused on the contrasts of Athens: the mod
em fal):ade versus the premodern backyard, the European clothes of 
the Athenians versus their Oriental family customs. Had they com
pared Athens with a contemporary city elsewhere in Europe, they 
would have found several unexpected similarities. But instead, they 
compared the real and tangible Athens with an idealized modem 
metropol is of their imagination, both unreal and unattainable. 

Finally, even though the West continued to cast Greece in the 
classical light, by the last decades of the nineteenth century local 
sentiment began to shift away from the uncritical archaeolatry of 
the kingdom's early day s. Greeks realized the need to modernize 
the country's infrastructure in order to enter European markets. The 
pro-business Prime Minister Charilaos Trikoupes inspired the popu
lation with a series of technological and infrastructure public works 
projects, the most dramatic one being the opening of the canal in 
the Isthmus of Corinth (1882- 1893).22 Beyond new city plans, 
modernization in Greece entailed building train tracks, opening new 
roads, constructing bridges, and developing local industries. But the 
West continued to regard Greece primarily as the cradle of classical 
civilization. 

Athens and lhe Olympic Games, 1896 

The first modem international Olympic Games commenced in Ath
ens on 25 March 1896, a symbolic date coinciding with the Feast of 
the Annunciation and the anniversary of the outbreak of the \821 
War of Independence. Their success laid the foundations for. a ma
jor international tradition that continues to grow in scope, political 
significance, and symbolism. 

Preparations for th e Olympic Games became a national affair. 
The main undertaking was the rebuilding of the ancient Panathenaic 

22 lbid .. 201--4. 
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Stadium, a large-scale project started in 1874. The old marble quar
ries of Mt. Pentele were reopened, with hundreds of laborers work
ing in two shifts to clear the stadium site for the installation of new 
marble seats. By the time the games commenced, only part of the 
stadium was finished in marble while the rest was fitted with 
wooden benches painted white. The stadium was finally completed 
in 1900. 

The Greek poet Kostcs PaJamas captured the prevailing archae
ophile sentiment in his opening hymn: 

Ancient spiri t, immortal, pure fathe r 
Of the beautifu l, the great, and the true 
Climb down, appear, and shine right here 
In the glory of your own earth and sky. 23 

These well-orchestrated and symbolic gestures, however, do not 
tell the whole story. When the Greek government was originally 
approached about hosting the Olympic Games, it declined vehe
mently. Fi rst, Greece was in dire financial conditions. In 1893 it 
had been forced to declare bankruptcy. Second, it endeavored to 
modernize by developing its industry and infrastructure. The Greek 
government insisted that what the country needed was access to the 
European markets, not the revival of ancient athletics- however 
noble. Countering the spirited efforts of the organizer Pierre de 
Coubertin, the Trikoupes government advised him to inaugurate the 
"peaceful modern competitions'' in Paris?4 Coubertin argued that 
the revival of the Olympic Games was a necessary antidote to the 
evils of industriali zation. In the end, he convinced the Greek oppo
sition and the Greek Crown Prince Constantine, who agreed to 
serve as president of the organizing committcc. 25 Once Greece 
agreed to host the games, the domestic tide turned in their favor and 
the whole country engaged in their successful realization. 

Attendance at the games, low in cost and affordable to everyone, 
itself became a lesson in modem living. A Greek artic le reported 

11 !bid.,209. 
14 MacAloon. This Great Symbol. t82-84. 
1' Bastea, Creation of Modem Athens, 206. 
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that already on the second day of the games ''the people. having 
completely gotten used to order, easily found their seats, which 
most had selected in advance. The words right or left side, skelos, 
splteudone. tier thi s or that, above the landing or below, are no 
longer empty words or incomprehensi ble symbols, but old ac
quaintances, which they all have amiably at the tip of their 
tongucs.''26 Comfortable in a restored ancient stadium and partici
pating in a modem spectacle that claims its roots in antiquity, the 
modem Greeks appeared conversant in the spatial languages of both 
the past and the present. The first modem Olympic Games fulfilled, 
and indeed surpassed, the expectations of the international organiz
ing team and of the Greeks themselves. 

Numerous foreign visitors appreciated the city's European char
acter, the manners of its inhabitants, and the diverse offerings of its 
elegant shops and ''cafes like those in Paris."17 For a brief two 
weeks. it appeared that the most important aspirations of the mod
em Greek nation- to join the ranks of the civilized nations of 
Europe, to be accepted as the legitimate heir to ancient Greece, and 
to forge it s own distinct cultural identity-were finally realized. 
Baudela ire might have recognized his fliineur among the worldly 
Athenians strolling about the main boulevards. 

Even though the success of the Olympic Games vindicated 
Coubcrtin 's persistence and filled the Greeks wi th pride, the games 
also succeeded in placing modem Greece back on the pedestal of 
antiqui ty- a reimagined antiquity to be sure, a product of the wan
ing nineteenth century. Whatever the country's actual economic and 
building progress toward modernity was, it remained mostly mar
ginalized. Once again, Greece was called to play its familiar classi
cal role as ''the cradle of Western civilization," a classical play
ground for the Western world. 

26 
Spyru.s P. Lampros, "Ta athlet ika kai gymnastika agonismata en to stadio" [The 
athlct!c and gymnastic games in the stadium], in Lejkomu: He Hellos kata tous 
0/ympiak~IIS (lgonas 1011 1896 [Greece during the Olympic Games of 1896] (Ath
ens: llcsna. K. Maisncr and N. Kargadoure. 1896--97 [reprinted Athen~: Pontiki. 

27 
1996]). 99- 110. 106. Al so cited in 13astCa. Creati~ll ofModem Athens. 210. 
Burton llolml;'s. The Burton Holmes Lectures. w1th tllustrations and photographs 
by the author(Battle Creek: Little-Preston Company. 1903), vol. 3, 21.1cgend 
undcrthcphotographofacafC. 
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Historical Background, 1897- 1944 

In 19 12, Greece and its Balka n allies declared war on the Ottoman 
Empire, triggering the Balkan Wars. Greece made significant terri
toria l gains, increasing its land area by 70 percent and its population 
from approximately 2,800,000 to 4,800,000.28 

Between 1919 and 1922, the Greek army led an ill- fa ted expan
sionist campaign against the Ottoman Empire ostensibly to incorpo
rate the predominantly Greek coastal cities into the Greek state. 
Turkey and Greece signed an internationally brokered peace settle
ment, the Treaty of Lausanne (1923), stipulating the compulsory 
exchange of minority populations between Greece and Turkey. 
More than 1.1 million Christians from Turkey crossed the Aegean 
Sea to Greece, increasing its population by 25 percent, as Greece at 
the time had a population of ahnost 6 million. Over 380,000 Mus
lims left Greece, adding 5 percent to Turkey's population .29 The 
political focus now shifted to the interior and the state undertook 
the formidable project of creating a unified Greek nat ion, a quarter 
of which included newcomers from the "Lost Countries," that is 
from territories primarily within present-day Turkey with a consid
erable Greek Orthodox population. 

On 28 October 1940, Italian forces crossed the Greek-Albanian 
border and Greece entered World War II. Gennany attacked Greece in 
194 1 and Athens fell during the same year. In June 194 1 all of Greece 
came under the tripartite German, Italian. and Bulgarian occupation. 
The brutal German occupation ( 1941- 1944) was followed by a vio
lent civi l war (1946-1949) that left the country scarred and divided. 
The ensuing mass migration to the urban centers once again created 
an acute housing problem. Multifamily apartment buildings were the 
logical answer to the post- World War II conditions in Greek cities. 

Unchecked Urban Development, 1896-1940 

The population of Athens continued to grow gradually, reaching 
169,749 inhabitants in 1907 and 297,176 by 1920.30 But by 1928, it 

::cJ.ogg,AConciieHislmJ•,83 
lb!d. , 101. 

JO Lcontidou, Poleis tes 1.-iopes. 83. 
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nearly doubled to 459 ,2 11 / 1 130,000 of them being refugees mostly 
from Asia Minor. By 1940, Athens had reached 476,582 inhabi· 
tants.32 The daunting task of settling and housing the refugees be
came the govemment' s paramount project. 

Although there were several new plans for Athens proposed in 
the early twentieth century, none were ever realized. These included 
plans by Paul Vakas in 1896, Ludwig Hoffmann (1908- 1910), 
Thomas Mawson (19 14--19 18), Aristides Balanos (1917), and 
Stylianos Lcloudas (19\8-1921). Most offered versions of nine
teenth-century grandiose designs, when the country focused on 
housing, hygiene. and infrastructure. 33 As the twentieth century 
progressed, most design decisions became the work of Greek archi
tects and planners, who beginning in 191 7 could be trained at the 
new School of Architecture, part of the National Technical Univer
sity of Athens. Other significant developments included the estab
lishment of the Ministry of Transport ( 191 4) and the enactment of 
the progressive Town Planning Act ( 1923). 

The Jack of a single, unified master plan created ongoing planning 
obstacles . For example, in 191 6 the plan for Athens was composed of 
78 different parts and 498 separately approved changes that bore little 
connection to each other.34 This problem was addressed by the Com
mittee for the New !)Jan for the City of Athens. Under the direction of 
Petros Kalligas and after long deliberations (1920- 1925), the commit
tee proposed a new unified plan . Although initially approved by the 
govemmcnt, it was revoked again soon after, in January 1926, primar
ily because there were no fu nds for its implementation.35 Once again, 
the city's planning officers had to rely on earlier, outdated plans. 

Throughout the nineteenth century, planning proposals and de
bates primari ly concerned the approximation of Athens to European 
models. But aflcr the military defeat of 1922 and the 1923 Treaty of 
Lausanne, gone were the lofty concerns about aest hetics and Euro
pean models. The survival, accommodation. and integration .of the 

11 1bid 159 
n lbid:: 210. 
lJ Baste:.. "Athens: · 39-40. 
M E)(hibition Catalogu.:. Athem in the 20th Centw)', 1900-/940 [in Greek) (Ath

ens:M inistryof Cuhurc, c.l986), 30. 
31 Bires, Hai Atltenai. 284-1!6. 
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new population left no room for new urban undertakings and 
imaginative ruminations. 
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Figure 15.4. Athens. Map 1923. Drawn by Athanasios Georgiades, znd Edition. 
Source: Kostas Bires, 1/ai Atflenai apo tou 19ou eis 1011 20on aiona [Athens from 

the 19'11 to the 20'h c.:ntury] (Ath.:ns: Foundation ofth.: History and Town Huilding 
of Athens. 1%6). 2"" cdition. 1995; p. 288. 

What ensued was intensive, privately initiated, and little
checked urban construction. Land development became the primary 
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means of investment, resulting in high-density new housing and 
minimal public amenities. Athens grew without a plan. The inabil
ity and unwillingness of the government to approve any of the pro
posed plans or update existing ones, coupled with political turmoil 
and the pressing needs for refugee housing, resulted in widespread 
anarchy. Landowners and builders used their political connections 
to secure the incorporation of their lots into the c ity's ever
expanding piecemeal plan. Ruthless planning violations and exten
sive illegal construction were tolerated by the government, which 
remained weak and divided. New city sections often lacked basic 
services, roads, or public parks. 

The situation was further exacerbated by competing govern
ment bureaucraci es. For example, the City Planning Service of the 
City of Athens, established in 1925, proposed several planning 
improvements. These were often contradicted, however, by the 
Ministry of Publ ic Works, which instead initiated housing devel
opmen ts in areas that were o ri gina lly supposed to rema in unde
veloped. 

Financial and political interests had already compromised the 
initial designs for modern Athens during the nineteenth century. 
But the press and residents who shared a vision for a well
designed city rout inely criticized these conditions. After 1922/2 3, 
however, this shared vision for a better Athens all but disap
peared. Pressing everyday problems and the widespread economic 
exploitation of real estate help ex plain people's indifference to
ward urban aesthetics. 

Yet I believe that there was also a deeper reason for the lack of a 
shared vision of an ideal city: the alienation of the population itself. 
The newcomers and the local s, mostly poor and exhausted, com
peted for limited economic resources. Success ive wars and frequent 
population displacements throughout the early twentieth century 
brought together people who lacked a sense of connection and iden
tification with Athens. During the late 1920s, only one out of three 
Athenian inhabitants was actually born in Athens, the others being 
either refugees or immigrants from other parts of Greece. Despite 
its venerable hi story, if we define Athens as a community of people, 
as Aristotle did, it becomes apparent that we arc dealing with a new 
city, a city of displaced people brought together by the political 
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upheavals of the early twentieth ccntury.36 Alienation is often con
sidered one of the conditions of modernity. Rather than being a 
philosophical di sposition, in Athens alienation is rather the result of 
population displacements and uncertain living conditions. 

The poet George Scferis (1900- 1971), himself a refugee from 
the Smyrna region and later a career diplomat fo r the Greek Foreign 
Service, captured this sense of rootlessness and al ienation in several 
of his poems: 

Wherever I travel Greece wounds me . 
What do all these people want, who say 
that they are in Athens or in Piraeus? 
One comes from Salamis and asks the other 

if perhaps "he originates from Omonoia [Square]" 
·•No, from Syntagma [Square] I originate'' he responds and is 
pleased 

George Seferi s, "In the Manner ofG.S." ( 1936)37 

Further contributing to this sense of anonymity and alienation 
was the drastic land development and rebuilding that changed the 
face of Athens, rendering it unfami liar even to its old-established 
inhabitants. Thi s was codified by the enactment of the Horizontal 
Property Law in 1929, which legalized apartment ownership. The 
General Building Code and the Building Heights Decree of 1934 
further intensifi ed land development and real estate profits. And 
given people's reluctance to invest in industry. agriculture, or other 
enterprises, land speculation and development became the major 
economic forces. As a result, between 1930 and 1940, approxi
mately 450 new apartment bui ldings were constructed in the center 
of Athens alone. 311 

.l6 •• Jtiscvident,thcn.th:uacity isnota communityofplacc .. butacityisasociety 
of people." Aristotle. A Treati.1·e uu Go1·cmn/l'll/ or. The Politics of Aristotle. trnns
latcd by William Ellis. Book Ill (London: J. M. Dent & Sons. 1935). 83. 

J7 Scfcris, Poiemutu, 99-1 00 
Js This included new bnilding in the areas Kolonakiou. Patesion, and Stadiou, 

Akadcmias and Pancpistemiou streets. Sarigiannis. Athena 183{}--2000, 106. 
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Given the lack of adequate housing, many of the refugees re
sorted to self-help housing on public land. Construc tion ranged 
from simple shelters made out of gathered materials to masonry 
bui ldings. Self-help housing, a common practice throughout the 
world, was already evident in Athens during the nineteenth century, 
but reached extensive propor1ions afler 1922. Although these build
ings have been described as ''illegal dwellings" in English, the 
Greek term etuOnipt ta (afthaireta) is more correctly translated as 
''arbitrary," '·unpredictable," "irregular,'' or ··unconventional." Ar
chitect and architectural critic Dimitris Philippides has remarked 
that these ··arbitrary dwellings" should be studied alongside some of 
the refugee housing and other vemaeular architecture.39 In fact , it is 
often impossible to draw the line between "vernacular" and ''lack
ing building licenses." All testify to the resourcefulness- and often 
talent and ingenuity- of the builders. All address the immediate 
needs of individuals and their families~without regard, however, 
to the rights of the general population or the overall needs of the 
city. 

Athens and the ClAM IV meeting in 1933 

In July 1933, ClAM IV, the fourth meeting of the CongrE:s Jntema
tionaux d'Architecture Modeme, took place aboard the SS Patris II 
en route from Marsei lles to Athens, and in Athens. Founded in 
1928, ClAM was the international pla1form of the Modem Move
ment. focusing on housing and urbanism. Originally a progressive 
organization that thrived mostly outside the mainstream of the pro
fession, ClAM was divided between the leftist architects who 
sought to realize a socialist revolution by means of the Congres, 
and the liberals who considered it primarily a technical and cultural 
movement.40 According to architectural historian Eric Mumford, 
ClAM IV ''did not break as sharply with the Beaux-Arts ac'ademic 
tradition as did the German advocates of the ' new building.' A new 
emphasis on mythologized history, modern painting, and the mythic 

J
9 1'hilippidcs,Neollel/enikearchitekwnike,159. 

4° Colquhoun. Modern Architet·ture, 2 I 7 
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qualities of ClAM itself as an avant-gardc tracing a new path across 
the Mediterranean were now present, and would remain an impor
tant part of ClAM's discourse into the 1950s and beyond.'"'1 

The theme of ClAM IV was " the Funct ional City," rather incon
gruously perhaps, gi ven that it took place on a scenic Mediterranean 
cru ise and in Athens, far from the industri alized cit ies of northern 
Europe. The meeting was domi nated by Le Corbusier. who defined 
urbanism as a three-dimensional science, favored the concentrated 
city, and outlined the hierarchy of four functions: dwelling, work, 
amusement, and circulation. Le Cm·busier's talk was followed by 
presentations of same-scale plans of various cities, prepared by 
different delegates. Among these was a presentation of Athens, 
prepared by the Greek C lAM delegate Stamo Papadaki. At the end, 
participants failed to reach consensus on resoluti ons regarding the 
"Functional City.' ' The debate continued. with different versions of 
their findings published after the Congress in France, Germany, 
Greece, and elsewhere in Europe.

42 

The rationalist approach to city planning advocated by the ClAM 
delegates did not influence later Greek planning, which continued 
mostly unchecked. ClAM IV did, however, provide the unique op
portunity for Greek architects to meet international luminaries of the 
Modem Movement, most notably Le Corbusier. What left a lasting 
impression on the Greek participants was not the fonna list urban 
proclamm ions of the proceedings, but the visitors' interest in local 
culture and vernacular architecture. Cet1ainly, ClAM participants 
visited the Acropolis and other nearby antiquities and were duly in
spired by the ancient remains. But they also visited Piraeus, the port 
of Athens, and admired the Greek fi shing boats which, according to 
Le Corbusier, connected them to the Greek spirit that had produced 
the Acropolis.43 After the opening meeting. some of the delegates, 
including Le Corbusier, took a follf-day cruise to the Greek islands.

44 

This was Lc Corbusier ' s second trip to Greece, having first visited 
the country in 1911. His fascination with Greek vernacular architec-

~~MumfOrd. The ClAM Di.lnJUtse, 85. 
42 lbid .. 79-81. 
43 lbid.83 
44 1bid .. S4. 
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ture, which he extolled for its affinity to modernist fonnal sensibili~ 
ties, encouraged Greek architects to seek inspiration closer to home, 
in the picturesque buildings of the Aegean islands. 

Le Corbusier was not the only architect to notice local architec
ture. Anastasios Orlandos, professor of architectural history at the 
National Technical University, remarked on the occasion:45 

Our [Architecture] SchooL 
contemporary demands 
foreign gentleman Lc Curbusicr pronounced its death When in 
you visit our smiling is lands of the Aegean ... you wil l be surprised. I am sure, 
as I was surprised in the past. not only by their perfect simplicity. the logic of 
the arrangement and the purity of the lines of the ancient hous~:s of Delos, but 
also and primarily by the fasci nating vision of the houses on th~: islands sur
rounding Delos with their white, aus tere geometric volumes projecting into 
space in a manner at once hannonious and picturesque . . These modest litt le 
islandhousesarethearchetypesofmoUemarchitecture.46 

Dimitris Pikionis (1887- 1968), one of the most prominent Greek 
architects at the time, chose not to participate in the Congress. He 
criticized ClAM for its attachment to technological and functional 
needs, and for not allowing for the "possibility of sentiment.'"'7 

Although Pikionis had produced designs in the modern idiom (see, 
for example, his school on Lycabettus Hill, 1933), in his later work 
he incorporated aspects of vernacular architecture, the "architecture 
of the people." "The local people are the true builders," he pro
claimed in 1925, "holding on to the ancient quality of their art . 
[B]ut thoughtlessly we follow the foreign [prototype] , always to be 
left behind it.' "'~ Pikionis and Orlandos, however, remained in the 
minority . Most Greek architects continued to first look abroad for 
architectural direction.49 

45 Mallouchou-Tufano, He wwsrefose, 182.228. I would like to thank Sofia Vout-
sakiforthisrefercncc. 

.;
6 Giakoumakatos, He architektonike, 182 

n Phi lippides, Neoheflenike architekronike, 209 
.;& Dimitris Pikionis, '"He laikc tcchnc ki cmeis" [Our folk art and ourselves] 

(1925), in his Keimena [Texts] (Athens: Nat ional Bank Educational 
1987), 53- 69, 63, 69. Also cited in Bastea, '"Dimitris Pikionis and 
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It is not surprising that the foreign ClAM IV delegates focused 
on Greek vernacular architecture. ClAM IV was the first of the 
"romantic" congresses, 5° an escape not only from the much more 
pressing urban problems of northern Europe, but also from the dark 
political developments in Getmany and the USSR. Already in 1932, 
a year before Hitler's appointment as interim chancellor, local Na· 
tiona\ Socialists dissolved what they called the Jewish·Marx ist 
Bauhaus in Dessau." Meanwhi le, changes in Soviet policy resulted 
in the new neoclassical line of ''art for the people" that rendered 
ClAM proponents a minority.52 Thus, earlier plans to hold ClAM 
IV in either Germany or the Soviet Union were scrapped and the 
arrangement of the Mediterranean cruise ship became a welcome 
last·minute solution. Once again, foreign visitors came to Athens 
searching for a refuge from the problems of the contemporary 
world. In 1896, that refuge was found in antiquity. In l933, it was 
found not only in antiquity but also in simple, vernacular architcc· 
ture and its honest inhabitants. And even though some Greek archi· 
tects also cultivated thi s timeless picture of Greece, most were ea· 
ger to join the race to modernity. 

Today, ClAM IV is associated with the Athens Charter, pub
lished by Le Corbusicr ten years later, in 1943. Despite its name, 
however, the Athens Charter was not an official publication of the 
ClAM IV proceedings in Athens. Rather, it reflected Le Corbusicr's 
own theories of urbanism, which were also influenced by World 
War II , the German occupation of france in 1939, and his involve· 
ment with the reconstruction committee in Vichy. 53 The Athens 
Charter included general statements about the conditions of towns 
and dogmatic proposals for their improvement. It prescribed a strict 
and formalist approach to architecture and urban design that in· 
eluded zoning with green belts separating the different urban func
tions. The predominant housing type was the high·rise apartment 
building. ''High buildings, set far apart from one another, must free 
the ground for broad, verdant areas," prescribed one of the Charter 

~° Frampton, Modern Architecture, 270 
~ 1 Mumford. The ClAM Discourse, 76. 
~ 2 Ibid. , 73. 
~3 Ibid .. 153, 155. 
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articles . ~* This functionalist out look came to dominate housing de
velopments in the later twentieth centwy. 

Modern architecture had already been introd uced in Greece be
fore ClAM. It was real ized primari ly through an ambitious elemen
tary school bui lding ini tiative. This extensive undertaking was 
launched by Alexandros Papanastasiou's govcmment that suc
ceeded Eleftherios Venizclos. Starting in 1930, it was implemented 
by Minister of Education George Papandreou and continued under 
the subsequent admini stration. Six thousand new schoolrooms were 
constructed and 2,000 exist ing ones were repaired across the coun 
try. ~ 5 Although some of the schools followed neoclassical, nco
Byzanti ne and neotraditiona l influences, the majority displayed 
competent adaptations of the Modern Movemcnt. s" ClAM IV dele· 
gates visited the new schools and commented positively on their 
modem designs, 57 but this fact received little attention by the inter· 
national press. 

Paral lel to the school building program, there was also a note
worthy hospital construction program. which was also initiated 
around 1930 and embraced modem archi tecture. Emphasis was 
placed on the construction of tubercu losis units, including two in 
Athens that were part of the Sotiria (Salvation) hospital complex on 
Mesogeion A venue and were designed by Constantine Kitsikis and 
loannes Despotopoulos. Not all new civic bui ldings, however, fol
lowed the Modem Movement . Bank architecture remained conser· 
vative, adhering to the neoclassical idiom, while church architecture 
experimented with neo·Byzant ine reinterprctations.ss 

There is a common assumption that modern architecture was 
abandoned or even prohibited in Greece during th e dictatorship of 

s-1 Lc C01·busier, The Athen~ Chaner, Article 29. transl:ucd by Anthony Eardley 
(New an. 1973). http:!/modemistnrchitccture.wordpress.com/2010/11 /03/ciam% 
E2%80%99s-%E2%80%9Cthe-athens-chnrter"luE2%80%9D-l933 (accessed 6 
Apri12014). Anicle29 

55 Philippid~:s , Neohelfenike anohitektonike, 181. Also cited in BastCa. "Dimitris 
Pikionis and Sedad Eidem." 154. 

~ Giakoumakmos, He architekwnike. 212. 213. 217. 
57 1bid.,2 15. 
s I would like to thank Dlmitris Philippides for his invaluable information and 
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General Joannis Metaxas, who came to power in 1936. According 
to Philippides, noth ing could be further from the truth. The Metaxas 
government never once took a position, verbally or in writing, 
against the Modern Movement or modern architecture. Metaxas 
himself remained patent ly indifferen t to styles. Graver poli tical 
matters demanded his attention. And although there were, indeed, 
several new public buildings that were designed in hi storical and 
classicizing styles, thi s was usually the result of design compcti· 
tions, selected by conservative juries that were often influenced by 
contemporary trends in Germany and el sewhere. 59 

Despite some excellent early examples of modern arch itecture, 
subsequent construction became deri vative and uninspired, dri ven 
mostly by shorHcrm profit Land development remained the safest 
form of investment. Owners of single-family houses turned them 
over to small·scale developers who tore them down , replaced them 
with new apartment bui ldings, and gave the original owners a per· 
centage of the new flats. These new buildings made of reinforced 
concrete frames, brick infill , and a stripped-down modernism be· 
came the country's new regional id iom. Modern architecture be
came the preferred style for industrial buildings, military, medical, 
and educational faciliti es as well as some museums, all re fl ecting 
the country' s progress and improved social welfare. Classical forms 
were often employed fo r commemorati ve buildings, such as the 
Mon ument to the Unknown Soldier ( 1929/30). 

Several writers have criticized the aggressive destruction of the 
built fabric. In 1935, the archaeologist Semni Papaspyridi· 
Karouzou first articulated the etfect of th e built environment on the 
residents' social relationships . She analyzed the radical changes of 
large-scale urbanization on the rural population and the rami fi ca· 
lions of high-density living on family structure.60 In 1934, the archi· 
teet Vass ileios Kassandras criticized the "'new Fonnalism" that 
"pursued the unusual instead of the logical, the surprisi ng instead of 
the use ful, and the curi ous instead of the true." 61 Yet neither the 
neoclassical nor the vernacul ar traditions could undo the destruction 

59 Philippidcs. e-mail correspondence. 16 January 2012. 
60 Phi lippidcs. Neoltelle11ike an'hitelilonike. 193. 
61 1bid.,19l. 
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of the urban fabric caused by the lack of comprehensive urban 
planning and the pressing forces of unchecked capitalism. 

Conclusion 

Until 1922, Athens charted a fa irly c lear path to modernity. Despite 
the country' s limited resources and nascent economy, the city had 
acquired a new plan, well-built structures housing governmental 
and educational institutions, adequate public transportation, elegant 
public squares, and an extensive Royal Garden. The road to moder
nity, which for Greece continued to mean "becoming European,'' 
was long, but clearl y charted. 

Like many contemporary plans, the original plan for Athens, de
signed by Klcanthcs and Schaubert in 1833, recreated an eight
eenth-century vision of the hannonious but static city with the 
monarch' s residence at the fulcrum of the design. And even 
though- as successi ve uprisings demonstrated- the institution of 
the monarchy was not sacrosanct, the appeal of the orderly city 
remained powerful. Until 1922, the dream of a better Athens and 
the ambition to reali ze it proved a powerful unifying force. This 
vision rendered pre- 1922 Athens a good example of classical mod
ernism as outl ined in the openi ng comments. 

All thai changed after 1922. As a result of the military defeat in 
As ia Minor and the dramatic population influx, the earl ier preoccu
pation with planning was replaced by the acute demand for housing. 
The common vision of an ideal city disappeared from the discourse. 
never to be recovered. If the nineteenth-century city was \Veberian. 
the twentieth century became Baudelairian. The elegant neoclassi
cal house came to coexist with refugee housing and sel f-built struc
tures on pub lic land. The nation's political structure itself repeat
edly came to the brin k of collapse, due both to internal and external 
forces. Athenians learned to live with uncertainty, ambiguity, and 
di sori entation- and that was precisely part of the experience of 
modernity in the Baudelairian sense. After all, modernity in the arts 
and archi tecture did not necessarily presuppose democratic gov
ernments, in Greece or elsewhere. 

Acknowledging this different approach to modern ity allows us 
to examine the changes in Athens in a new light and to begin to 
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understand their roots. Most of the scholarship on modern Athens 
bemoans the wholesale destruction of the c ity's ni neteenth-century 
fabric and the onslaught of anonymous, utili tarian apartment build
ings. Why th is rampant self-destruction? Certainly, economic gain 
played a major role in the ci ty's relentless urbanization. But that 
was only part of the reason. What has been called destruction, oth
ers could have called modernization. And modernization has tradi
tionally set itself up against history, tradi tion, and local culture. 
Unless we understand the national realities that underpi nned the 
political life of the capital, we are going to be unable to understand 
its urban development. 

The pressing need for new housi ng, the lure of profit, and the 
appeal of the new and modern may not be the only reasons for the 
destruction of the city's fabric. It is important to underscore that 
one-third of the city 's post~ 1923 population was born elsewhere and 
moved to Athens as refugees or in ternal immigrants from the coun
tryside. These new residents did not share a common image of the 
city's recent past or future potential. Perhaps the continued destruc
tion of the architectural past was in pa11 a willful attempt to forget 
the traumatic historical events and prepare the ground for a better 
fu ture. After all, new apartments with upgraded amen ities held the 
promise of a brighter future . As the historian Eric Hobsbawm re
marked, " the destruction of the past is one of the most characteristic 
and eerie phenomena of the late twentieth eentury.'..tol 

What does the st udy of Athens contribute to our understanding 
of modernity, especially in the context of Central and Eastern Euro
pe? Like some of the other European capitals, At hens shared an 
imperial past, though it did not enjoy a privileged status during the 
Byzantine and Ottoman eras. It remained a relatively small and 
peripheral city until the formation of the modem Greek kingdom in 
the early 1830s and the estab lishment of Athens as its capital. Ath
ens grew at a brisk pace, though its physical growth was not sup
ported by a parallel growth of the economy. Unlike the model of the 
Ottoman Empire that favored decentral ized, local self-governance, 
the Western European model establi shed by the kings Otto and 

6
l Hobsbawm, The Age of Extreme.~. 3. See also Conncrton. !low Modemity For
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George I focused all powers in the hands of a centralized govern· 
ment. Yet the government itself remained weak, unable, and unwill
ing to enforce its own laws, including legislation pertaining to ar
chitecture and urban planning. Nevertheless, despite the weak civil 
society and the weak industrial and commercial base, moderniza
tion initially seemed within reach. 

After 1922, the country's orientation turned sharply inward, 
away from Western Europe, as Greece was forced to accommodate 
the Asia Minor refugees and integrate them into the local, stnJg
gling economy. "Becoming European" lost its original attraction. 
Between 1922 and 1940, building a coherent national identity and 
Hellenizing the immigrants, some of whom did not even speak 
Greek, was the pressing order of the day. And although many archi
tects and planners continued to propose and even realize modem 
designs, the government focused primarily on economic develop
ment, political survival, and national defense.63 

These findings arc in keeping with the larger patterns of urban 
development that characterized other new European capitals created 
after the dissolution of empires. As Nathaniel D. Wood observed in 
his contribution to Capital Cities in the Aftermath of Empires: 
Planning in Central and Southeast Europe, capital cities were sha
ped by two competing forces: the myth of the nation and the myth 
of Europe. "The process of planning national capitals," Wood 
points out, "clearly blended these two mythic versions of moder
nity."64 

63 See, also, Koumaridis, .. Urban transformation," 213--41. 
64 Wood, .. Not Just the National," 258- 59. 

7. Between Rivalry, 
Irrationality, and Resistance: 

The Modernization of Belgrade, 
1890-1914 

Dubravka Stojanovic 

Winding streets, blind alleys, representative buildings in unfitting 
locations, central districts without clear urban planning, crooked 
single-story shacks that lean against modern multistory buildings, 
almost unsolvable traffic problems-this situation in present-day 
Belgrade is the product of specific modernization processes that 
affected the appearance, urbanization, and infrastructure develop
ment of the capital of Serbia. At the same time, the spec ific mod
ernization of the capital was paradigmatic for overarching processes 
in the country: it marked two centuries of its attempts to catch up 
with European currents as well as the breaks in its development, its 
disorientation, setbacks in its striving toward Europeanization and, 
quite often, its self-isolation. 1 Thus, understanding the controversial 
modernization processes of Belgrade also enables us to understand 
initiatives as well as obstacles that Serbia faced (and still faces), in 
its attempts to find its place in the contemporary world. 

When Belgrade became the capital of the autonomous Serbian 
state in 1841, it primarily had strategic importance due its position 
on the Danube River on the Ottoman-Austrian border. Just like in 
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